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FOOD SENSITIVITIES
& ALLERGIES

Sometimes a food we like makes us sick. It may make us uncomfortable or it
may be dangerous for us to eat or even touch. We avoid the foods that make us

ill. When we have to give up food we like, it can be difficult. But there are
substitutes that are safe replacements. This chart will help you learn more.*

Eggs

Gluten/Grain

Milk

Soy

Peanuts

Sensitivity or Allergy Substitution

We use eggs in baked goods. Look for
recipes that substitute apple sauce,
bananas, nut butters or avocados

when baking. 

We use grains to make
tortillas, chips, breads and

pasta. Some vegetables make
delicious chips, too! Rice,

potatoes and corn also make
gluten-free flour. 

The grocery stores offer many
milk alternatives including oat,
coconut, almond and rice milk
to drink. They also make ice

creams and other desserts from
these products.

Soy is in many of the sauces we use
when cooking and also in the products
we use on our skin. It's important to
check labels. When cooking or

snacking you can use quinoa, lentils or
coconut milk, oil. or water.

Substitute peanuts and peanut butter
with seeds and other nuts or nut

butters. 



Do you have a food sensitivity or
allergy? If so, what are they?

What are some substitutions you can make to continue enjoying the food you
like?

What are some of your favorite foods?

Chocolate

Popcorn

Tree Nuts

Many of us enjoy chocolate. If we can
no longer have it, a legume call carob

is an alternative. We can bake
chocolate-tasting treats with it.

People who are sensitive to corn
usually miss snacking on popcorn.
Alternative snacks are popped

amaranth or sorghum. 

If you are allergic to one tree
nut, you might be allergic to all
of them. Some alternatives
include sunflower seeds,
roasted chickpeas, and

pumpkin seeds. 
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